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Abstract 
In this paper we will review several measures to statistically analyze competitive 
balance and report which leagues have a wider variance of performance amongst 
its competitors. Each league seeks to maintain high levels of parity, making 
matches and overall season more unpredictable and appealing to the general 
audience. Here we will quantify competitive advantage across major sports 
leagues in numbers using several statistical methods in order for leagues to 
optimize their revenue. 
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1 Introduction 
Competitive balance in sport is a measure of league parity, a condition of being equal and 
fair in a contest. League commissioners strive to increase competitive balance in their leagues as 
it keeps players and fans engaged over the course of entire seasons consistently. Dominant teams 
like the UConn Women’s Basketball Program, Alabama Football, or the modern day Golden State 
Warriors are seen as unfair “super teams,” trivializing the competition and winning games without 
effort. Obviously, on any given day, you would prefer your team to win its match, however a long 
uninterrupted streak of winning is seen as boring to a fan, because it removes the binomial 
uncertainty of the event. 
 In order to increase parity across leagues, commissioners install policies such as reverse 
draft orders, salary caps, and free agency restrictions with the hopes that the best teams do not 
always get the top players, by way of recruitment or large contract offerings. Yet despite this, 
teams like the Warriors continue to win games at an unprecedented rate, and fans cite a need to 
find a way to even the playing field. The National Football League claims any team can win on 
their trademarked “any given Sunday,” but sports economists have challenged whether this is 
actually the case.  
One of the most famous cases of competitive imbalance was the dominance of the New 
York Yankees from 1950 through 1958. During this span of 9 seasons, the Yankees won the 
American League 8 times, and were crowned World Series champions 6 times. Despite this, the 
Yankees saw a 31% drop in attendance, and the American League followed this trend, decreasing 
their average seasonal attendance from 9,142,361 in 1950 to 7,269,034. Despite this, Major League 
Baseball’s National League actually increased attendance in the same time frame, averaging more 
than 10 million fans by 1958, an increase of almost 2 million since 1950. Given that the teams in 
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the American League were the only ones affected within this time frame, it was clear the dip in 
attendance averages had a lot to do with the dominance of the New York Yankees, as fans were 
losing interest knowing the outcomes of every match was essentially pre-determined.  
Figure 1.1: MLB Divisional Champions and Attendance Averages (1950-1958) 
 
Parity amongst leagues is huge when it comes to corporate investment and player 
acquisition. While the UConn Women’s Basketball program is incredible, it actually hurts the 
recruitment aspect of its competition in the American Athletic Conference, because prospective 
athletes would rather defer to a team or a conference they know they can win in, rather than stay 
in a conference that one team has historically dominated for years. As shown, competitive balance 
also has a large impact on ticket sales. While watching your team win is enjoyable, fans question 
the validity of buying a ticket to a game that a team will win emphatically. Winning competitive 
and close matches is a main reason fans buy tickets to watch their team play. The Louis-Scheling 
Paradox, named after the epic duo of fights between heavyweights Joe Louis and Max Schmeling, 
suggests the grounds for this thesis, which argues that competitive imbalance had adverse effects 
on the bottom line of professional sports leagues (Lehrer 2015).  
 Our claim is that due to a long run of dynastic teams in National Basketball Association led 
to a very competitively imbalanced league which is statistically less fair than the other four 
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major sports leagues in the United States. Through the use of statistical models, we will test this 
claim, and identify the measures taken to increase the level of parity. 
2 Measurement by Standard Deviation of Win Percentage 
A static measure, the most common form of quantifying competitive balance is through 
the calculation of standard deviation of win percentages. Given the multidimensional nature of 
sports, and the distribution of games per season across different leagues, this calculation is the 
most common form of standardizing leagues to a common baseline. In this study, we focus on 
the standings’ points accumulated from each team after the end of season. In many sports points 
are awarded for results of individual matches; this is most commonly the case in soccer, where 
three points are awarded for a win, one point for a tie, and no points in a loss. Many other sports 
employ overtime rules that result in a definite winner of each competition, with the exception of 
the occasional tie in American football, which we can denote as 0.5 points. In a perfectly 
balanced league, every team would see to have a win percentage ratio of 0.500, meaning half of 
their matches they win, and the other half are losses, with the eventual result based on random 
chance. With this in mind, we calculate the actual league competitive balance standard deviation 
as 
𝜎!" = #∑(𝑝#?̅? − 0.5)$𝑁 − 1  
 Where 𝑝# are the total points accumulated by an individual team over the maximum 
amount of points possible (?̅?). We note N to be the number of teams in that particular league. We 
use the degrees of freedom N-1 to account for the probability of ties in leagues. The closer the 
value is to 0, the more competitive the league is because there is a smaller variation of wins 
across the league (Humphries 2002).  
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However, since 𝜎!" is dependent on N, it cannot be used to compare across leagues. The 
sole purpose of this calculation is to measure within a particular league across seasons. We note 
that this calculation will be different across different sports, who do not play the same number of 
games per season. The law of large numbers suggests that performing an experiment a larger 
number of times will yield more appropriate results to the true value of the studied total. With 
that said, it is likely that the National Football League’s 16 game season will not show the same 
spread as Major League Baseball, who employs a 162 game season. To account for this, we must 
find the idealized standard deviation of winning percentage ratios for every league, controlling 
for the number of games per season. This measure is found as  
𝜎% = 0.5√𝐺 
Where G is the number of games in that particular league’s regular season. From here, the real 
standard deviation calculation that can be used across leagues is the ratio between the calculated 𝜎!" value to the idealized standardization. This is seen as 
𝜎!$ = 𝜎!"𝜎% = #
∑(𝑝#?̅? − 0.5)$𝑁 − 10.5√𝐺  
 Because of the standardization controlling for games, our 𝜎!$ calculation will denote a 
number greater than or equal to 1. The further the calculation deviates from one, the more 
competitively imbalanced the league is seen to be. By using this, we can find a measure that 
allows competitive balance to be evaluated across seasons and leagues with differing lengths. 
This is especially useful for Major League Soccer, who increased the amount of games played 
per season from 30 to 34 in 2011 following the inclusion of several expansion sides. 
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Using this measure, it becomes evident that Major League Soccer had the greatest level of 
parity during the 2017 season, having a Real Standard Deviation calculation of 1.1389. We see 
that the NBA has high levels of imbalance, with a ratio of more than twice the value of MLS. This 
comes as no surprise, as the National Basketball Association is known for having well established 
“super teams” like the Golden State Warriors and Cleveland Cavaliers, who have faced each other 
in the NBA Finals in the past four consecutive seasons. 
3 Transitional Probabilities 
Another way to determine competitive balance is through the use of transitional 
probabilities, or how teams either improve or regress year over year. The Markov Transitional 
Probability suggests that an event occurring in the past can be used to determine what will happen 
in the future. Using this model, we are looking to determine the probability of a specific outcome 
at time t + 1, given what occurred at time t. We determine the two states we are looking to study 
as a and b, where state a is the probability of making the playoffs, and state b is the probability of 
missing the playoffs. The transition we seek to find are from state a at time t to state b at time t + 
1, meaning the probability of making the playoffs one year, to missing the playoffs the next, is 
League Games per Season 𝜎% 
NFL 16 0.1250 
NBA 82 0.0552 
MLS 34 0.0857 
NHL 82 0.0552 
MLB 162 0.0393 
League 𝜎!" 𝜎% 𝝈𝑾𝟐 
NFL 0.1892 0.1250 1.5136 
NBA 0.1466 0.0552 2.6558 
MLS 0.0976 0.0857 1.1389 
NHL 0.1111 0.0552 2.0127 
MLB 0.0701 0.0393 1.7837 
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denoted as Pab. The purpose of this type of study is best designed to determine the variation and 
turnover in playoff positions over in a division or league over a given time period. The most 
important transition probabilities are the changes from a to b or from b to a, showing a level of 
parity in which the performance of previous seasons is independent of future ones. Small values 
of Pab and Pba denote a small turnover in and out of playoff positions and thus a more competitively 
imbalanced division or league. As previously determined, competitively balanced leagues do not 
have teams dominating the league over a run of time and will therefore see to have higher 
variability in playoff appearances from its teams.  
The strength of this model is that is shows just how hard it can be for a bad team to become 
good after one year, while also showing a cyclical aspect of performance over the course of a 
definitive time period. With that said, however, the model only factors playoff appearances, and 
does not take into consideration teams that had winning records that did not make the playoffs in 
a particular year due to the high performances of the post-season teams. 
An example of this is the transitional probabilities of making the playoffs in the NBA 
Eastern and Western Conferences over the past four seasons after the abandonment in conference 
divisions. In the next playoff structure, the top eight teams in each conference make the playoffs. 
The tables below show the frequency of which each team have made the playoffs over the time 
period, with a 1 denoting a playoff appearance, and 0 meaning no post-season birth.  
Figure 3.1: NBA Eastern Conference Postseason Appearances (2015-2019) 
 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-2019 
Atlanta 1 1 0 0 
Boston 1 1 1 1 
Brooklyn 0 0 0 1 
Charlotte 1 0 0 0 
Chicago 0 1 0 0 
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Cleveland 1 1 1 0 
Detroit 1 0 0 1 
Indiana 1 1 1 1 
Miami 1 0 1 0 
Milwaukee 0 1 1 1 
New York 0 0 0 0 
Orlando 0 0 0 1 
Philadelphia 0 0 1 1 
Toronto 1 1 1 1 
Washington 0 1 1 0 
 
Figure 3.2: NBA Western Conference Postseason Appearances (2015-2019) 
 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-2019 
Golden State 1 1 1 1 
San Antonio 1 1 1 1 
Oklahoma City 1 1 1 1 
LA Clippers 1 1 0 1 
Portland 1 1 1 1 
Dallas 1 0 0 0 
Memphis 1 1 0 0 
Houston 1 1 1 1 
Utah 0 1 1 1 
Sacramento 0 0 0 0 
Denver 0 0 0 1 
New Orleans 0 0 1 0 
Minnesota 0 0 1 0 
Phoenix 0 0 0 0 
LA Lakers 0 0 0 0 
 
 Our first transition we see is going from the 2015-2016 season to the 2016-2017 season. 
With four seasons in our sample, each team goes through three t to t + 1 transitions. With 15 teams 
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in each conference, both conferences have seen 45 total transitions, with transitional probabilities 
as follows 
 
Note that the Western Conference saw a much smaller transitional probability into and out 
of the playoffs. With smaller Pab and Pba values, we can reasonably suggest that the Eastern 
Conference was more competitively balanced over the four-year stretch. The probability of a good 
team becoming bad or a bad team becoming good was larger in the East than the West, meaning 
there was higher turnover and greater levels of parity. 
 The same idea of transitional data can be applied to year over year winning percentage in 
professional sport. In a concept borrowed from Seth Kadish of Visual Statistix, we can analyze the 
velocity at which teams are getting better or worse year over year. Similar to the Markovian 
properties, we can evaluate the data as transitioning from Year A to Year B over the same four-
year time frame as above (2016-2019). The data can be found in Figure 3.3, where we note the 
National Basketball Association was seen to be the most stagnant of the five major professional 
sports leagues. We noted the NBA as having the highest R2 value of 0.4942, with modes in both 
the first and third quadrants of the cartesian plane, suggesting that typically teams either remained 
good or remained bad year over year.  
Eastern Conference:     Western Conference: 
Paa = "()*      Paa = "+)* 
Pab = ,)*      Pab = *)* 
Pba = ,)*      Pba = *)* 
Pbb = "-)*      Pbb = "()* 
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Conversely, the National Football League was seen to have the largest variation year over 
year. The transitional data for the NFL was seen to be much more dispersed, suggesting that there 
was a higher likelihood of competitive turnover amongst teams. It was found that more often than 
leagues, the NFL provided a better opportunity for bad teams to be good, simultaneously making 
it difficult for good teams to stay good. This was further evidence when analyzing the range of the 
change in winning percentage between consecutive seasons; with examples of teams having a win 
percentage as high as 56% greater than the previous season, and as low as -50% as well. This 
theory can be supported by the San Francisco 49ers this past season, who went from having the 
2nd worst overall record in the 2018 season to topping the National Football Conference and 
appearing in the Super Bowl the subsequent season.  
 The data points in Figure 3.3 for the following three leagues, the NHL, MLB, and MLS 
were much more stationary and clustered towards the center of the graph. This suggests a higher-
level transitional parity over the NBA and NFL, with a smaller deviation from the idealized 0.500 
winning percentage. In these three leagues, there were much fewer ‘dominant’ teams, as well as 
fewer polarizing changes in win percentage from one year to the next like the 49ers in the NFL. 
While the regular season does not ultimately define how leagues will unfold in the playoffs; it 
gives an indication of the competitiveness using this transition model, especially considering the 
dramatically increased sample size. 
4 Application of the Gini Coefficient in Competitive Balance 
The Gini coefficient is a commonly used statistical measure in macroeconomics that is 
used to quantify the economic inequality and wealth distribution within a particular population. 
The measure is found using the Lorenz curve, which graphically demonstrates the cumulative 
share of a particular variable, typically wealth or income, amongst the population, and the distance 
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Figure 3.3: Season Over Season Transitional Winning Percentages (2016-2019) 
 
Figure 3.4: Changes in Winning Percentage Between Consecutive Seasons (2016-2019) 
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it is away from the “Perfect distribution line,” also known as the 45-degree line. Along the 
45-degree line, every 1% of the variable measured is distributed to 1% of the population. A visual 
representation is shown below. The further down the Lorenz curve dips, the greater the levels of 
inequality amongst the population. The Gini coefficient is a ratio of the area above the Lorenz 
curve over the total area below the perfect distribution line and is measured by a value between 0 
and 1. A country, population, etc. with perfect equality will yield a score of 0, while a measure of 
1 notes maximal inequality. 
Figure 4.1: Gini Coefficient Calculation 
 
While this measure is helpful for analyzing macroeconomies, we can also modify it to 
professional sports and quantify levels of competitive balance across and within leagues. 
Competitive balance is a measure of league parity, a condition in which each team in a particular 
contest has the same odds of winning and winning is left completely up to variable chance. League 
commissioners strive to increase competitive balance in their leagues as it keeps players and fans 
engaged over the course of entire seasons consistently. Dominant teams like the UConn Women’s 
Basketball Program, Alabama Football, or the Golden State Warriors are seen as unfair “super 
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teams,” trivializing the competition and winning games without effort. Obviously, on any given 
day, you would prefer your team to win its match, however a long uninterrupted streak of winning 
is seen as boring to a fan, because it removes the binomial uncertainty of the event. 
   By using the distribution of wins within a given season, we can determine which leagues 
are more competitively balanced compared to others. A league whose win distribution is positively 
skewed will yield a larger Gini score because a large percentage of the league’s “wealth” is 
distributed by only a small percentage of the “population”. We must note that when calculating 
our data, we define “wealth” in Major League Soccer as the percentage of overall points 
accumulated, where three points are awarded to a team for a win and one for a tie. We follow a 
similar procedure for the National Hockey League, where two points are awarded for a win, and 
one point is awarded for an overtime loss. The other three sports follow a binomial win or loss 
outcome, with the exception of the few rare instances a National Football League match ends in a 
tie, which we denote as 0.5 wins. Using this information, I calculated the GINI coefficients of the 
five major professional sports leagues to be the following, and found the NHL was the most 
competitively balanced league during the 2018 seasons, more than twice as competitive as the 
National Football League.  
Figure 4.2: Calculated Gini Coefficients for the Top 5 Professional Sports Leagues (2018) 
 
0.08
0.10
0.15
0.17
0.20
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
NHL MLB MLS NBA NFL
GINI Coefficients, Top 5 Professional 
Sports Leagues (2018) 
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Figure 4.3: Calculated Lorenz Curve for the Top 5 Professional Sports Leagues (2018) 
 
This conclusion is supported by our Lorenz Curve in Figure 4.3, where the bend for the 
National Hockey League curves closest to the perfect distribution line. The National Football 
League bends the furthest away from the line, supporting our suggestion that a smaller percentage 
of teams own a larger percentage of the league’s overall wealth distribution.  
While there are some clear benefits to quantifying competitive balance scores this way, 
there are some definite challenges to the model. We note that the argument could be made that the 
16-game season for the National Football League could skew our data. Within the probability 
theory, the law of large numbers states that over time, as you increase the amount of trials in your 
sample, your results will follow a more expected distribution. In this case, our trials are matches 
over the course of a season, our sample. The law suggests that the large GINI Coefficient could be 
due to a small sample size, and if the 16-game season for the NFL was extended to a similar 162-
game season like MLB has, the league might follow a more bell-curved distribution. This change 
of distribute would most likely also decrease our GINI Coefficient calculation slightly as well. In 
order to account for this, we can also measure wealth as the distribution of championships won by 
0
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teams over the league’s entire lifespan. Not only does this offer a much larger sample size, but also 
takes away the binomial win/loss outcome of a single game, who’s odds may be interfered with in 
cases where there is a clearly inferior opponent. We hypothesize that the National Basketball 
Association is the most competitively imbalanced given the dynastic reign of teams such as the 
1990’s Chicago Bulls and the Golden State Warriors. 
Figure 4.4: Calculated Gini Coefficients for Leagues by Championships 
 
The data supports our hypothesis that the NBA was the most competitively imbalanced. 
The NHL also had a large GINI Coefficient at 0.706 because of the historical dominance of the 
Montreal Canadians, who own over just over 25% of the distribution of wealth within the league. 
As we have seen, there are many different ways of proving competitive balance (or imbalance) 
amongst leagues, as sport economists try to build more statistical models to quantify this unique 
concept.  
4.1 TEST AGAINST US HOUSEHOLD INCOME 
In his article, “Championship Inequality in Major League Sports Looks A Lot Like Income 
Inequality in the U.S. Economy” Washington Post political columnist Christopher Ingraham 
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suggested that the distribution of wealth in the United States. His theory discusses that much like 
current economic climate of the United States, the dominance of “super teams” in sports has led 
to a highly uneven distribution in the history of the leagues. He cited NYU economist Edward N. 
Wolff’s study of income distribution in the United States to claim that the household income GINI 
Coefficient level was estimated at 0.598 (Ingraham 2019). I wanted to conduct a hypothesis test to 
determine if the level of wealth distribution was significantly different from household income in 
the United States. Because GINI Coefficients are proportional rates of area above the Lorenz 
Curve, we can test for significance using a two-tailed z test for proportion with the following 
hypotheses at the 5% significance level, 𝐻.: 𝑝 = 0.598 𝐻.: 𝑝 ≠ 0.598, 
Where p represents the true GINI Coefficient of each individual league. In order to obtain our test 
statistic, we must standardize the difference in proportion using the following equation 𝑧 = /01/!2"!($%"!)'  , 
Where n will represent the number of cumulative championships in that league’s history. Because 
this is a two-tailed test for inequality, we must multiply the p-value received from our z-score by 
2. If the p-value is below our assumed significance level of 0.05, we will reject our null hypothesis 
and conclude there is a significant difference between the league’s GINI Coefficient and the United 
States household income distribution. 
4.1.2 CONCLUSION  
After conducting our five hypothesis tests, we failed to conclude any significant difference 
between Major League Soccer, the National Football League, Major League Baseball, and U.S. 
household income. However, the NBA and NHL both yielded two-tailed p-values below the 0.05 
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significance level, thus leading us to reject the null hypothesis and concluding that their measures 
were significantly different from the U.S. household income GINI Coefficient. In an identical one-
tailed test for proportion, there was also statistical evidence to safely conclude that the true level 
of wealth distribution for both the NBA and NHL actually exceeded household income, and by a 
wide margin. This evidence further supports our hypothesis that the National Basketball 
Association is more competitively imbalanced in comparison to the our professional sports leagues 
in the United States.  
5 Measurement by Distribution of Champions 
 The next way to measure competitive balance is through the Herfindahl-Hirshman Index, 
also known as the HHI (Owen, Ryan & Weatherston 2008). The HHI is a concentration measure, 
which is typically used in business to measure monopolies by measuring the size of firms in 
relation to the industry and quantify the competition it faces. We can adjust this measure so that it 
reflects competitive balance in sport by calculating the distribution of championships won in a 
league over a given time frame. In this case, dominant teams serve as monopolies that dominate 
the market of championships. We calculate the HHI by squaring the market share of each team 
competing in a league and them summing the resulting numbers. The formula is represented as 
𝐻𝐻𝐼 =9𝑠#$3#4"  
, where s represents the ratio of championships won by each individual team over a given 
timeframe. The closer the value is to zero, the more competitive the league. As the HHI value 
increases, there is a higher concentration of outcomes in the sample, meaning that there is less 
variability in championships won. Having played 22 complete seasons, the calculation for all  
Major League Soccer teams that have at least 5 years of existence is as follows. 
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of MLS Cup Championships (1996-2018) 
Team* No. of Championship S 
LA Galaxy 5 0.227 
DC United 4 0.182 
Houston Dynamo 2 0.091 
Sporting Kansas City 2 0.091 
San Jose Earthquakes 2 0.091 
Chicago Fire 1 0.045 
Colorado Rapids 1 0.045 
Columbus Crew 1 0.045 
Real Salt Lake 1 0.045 
Seattle Sounders DC 1 0.045 
Toronto FC 1 0.045 
Portland Timbers 1 0.045 
New England Revolution 0 0 
FC Dallas 0 0 
New York Red Bulls 0 0 
Vancouver Whitecaps 0 0 
Montreal Impact 0 0 
Philadelphia Union 0 0 
Chivas USA** 0 0 
*Note that only teams with five or more years of eligibility apply to this calculation. This 
eliminates teams like the Miami Fusion and Tampa Bay Mutiny, which ceased operations after a 
short stint in the league in the late 1990s. This also removes any expansion side added after the 
2013 season, none of which have won championships. 
**Chivas USA folded in 2014 after 10 seasons due to financial complications. 
 𝐻𝐻𝐼 = ∑ (0.227)$ + (0.182)$ + (0.091)$ +⋯(0.000)$ + (0.000)$3#4"  = 0.124 
 With an HHI value of 0.124, Major League Soccer has a pretty substantial level of parity 
amongst championships. Over 60% of qualified teams won a championship at some point since 
Major League Soccer’s inaugural 1996 season. Of the 7 teams that had not won an MLS Cup, 3 of 
them had qualified for the championship game at least once in their history. 
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 With a measure like the HHI, we no longer have to adjust our findings to account for an 
“idealized” distribution, as each league awards one single championships at the conclusion of each 
season.  
6 Home Field Advantage 
Equipped with 22 teams across four time zones, the travel schedule for Major League 
Soccer teams can be grueling. Famously known for being one of the most daunting schedules in 
professional sports, several teams travel well over 3,000 miles for away games. Even with the 
current unbalanced schedule, where teams alternate away matches with out of conference 
opponents every other year, some clubs like Orlando City or Atlanta United are still faced with the 
over eight-hour flight to Vancouver, Canada for a single match. Faced with jetlag and weather 
acclimation, it is no surprise why the home team came away from the match with at least a point 
roughly 80% of the time (Figure 6.1).  
Figure 6.1: Spread of Home Team Results for all Major League Soccer Matches (2017) 
 
Because of this noticed pattern, many leagues like Major League soccer have used home 
field advantage as a form of incentive for doing well in the regular season. Typically, the best 
performers over the course of a season will host playoff matches against an inferior opponent, with 
the odds swinging heavily in the way of the home team. Since 2012, Major League Soccer has 
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incentivized teams to finish as high as possible, as the MLS Cup finalist is given the privilege of 
hosting the championship game each year. In the six seasons this rule has been put into play, four 
MLS Cup Champions were the hosts. Prior to this rule, MLS Cup Final locations were 
predetermined. Three times the hosts made the final, and only once had a team lost a final on its 
home turf. In a game where home field advantage means so much, it’s no wonder why teams prefer 
to take this statistical advantage whenever possible. 
The rate of home field advantage varies from sport to sport, but MLS home sides stack up 
favorably to members of the four large American sports leagues (Figure 6.2). Even in a sport that 
accounts for ties like Major League Soccer, Major League Soccer teams still won roughly the 
same, if not more home matches than the other leagues.  
Figure 6.2: Home Team Results in American Sports (2017) 
 
Most notable in Figure 6.2 is the vastly smaller losing percentage of Major League Soccer home 
teams against their out of sport competition. Even in a sport where the match ends in a tie if 
opponents have an even amount of points after regulation, home teams still lose at a rate much 
lower than any sports league in America. Knowing that Major League Soccer is already the most 
competitively balanced professional league in American sports, it would be reasonable to assume 
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that picking the home team to win their match would be the safe route, regardless of matchup. In 
league like MLS, where the level of parity is so high, good teams are losing matches to statistically 
“inferior” opponents on the road at a higher rate than other professional sports leagues, due to the 
effects of Home Field Advantage.  
 In order to statistically prove the effects of home field advantage, I conducted a hypothesis 
test under the assumption that the cumulative frequency of points accumulated by the home team 
is more than half of the points available. Meaning, in a league like Major League Soccer, where 3 
points are awarded for a win, and 1 point is awarded for a draw, I sought to test the following 
hypotheses 
Ho: 𝑝 = 1.5 
Ha: 𝑝 > 1.5 , 
Where p is the average amount of points accumulated by the home team in Major League Soccer. 
For all other sports that do not use the points system, I tested the hypothesis that the home team 
wins more than half the matches on average using the 2017 season as our sample. The hypotheses 
are shown as follows, 
Ho:𝑤 = 0.5 
Ha: 𝑤 > 0.5, 
where w represents the proportion of wins by the home team. In both cases, we will be utilizing a 
z test for proportion at the 5% significance level. 
Our results of our tests yielded p-values below the 5% significance level with the exception 
of the National Football League. This being the case, we can safely reject the null hypotheses and 
conclude the National Basketball Association, Major League Baseball, Major League Soccer, and 
National Hockey League all have statistically significant advantages for the home team in head to 
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head competition. The National Football League did not show any statistically significant 
advantage for the home team, which could be the result of the lack of matches per regular season 
compared to their competition. As previously mentioned, each team in the National Football 
League only plays 8 home matches per season, which is a factor that may change our outcomes. 
In his study, “New Insights Involving the Home Team Advantage,” Time B. Swartz and 
Adriano Arce sought to find a line of best fit for the rate at which teams outscored their opponents 
when playing at home. In their study, they calculated Home Team Advantage (HTA) as the average 
of total home goals (or points) less than the total away goals (points), and found both the National 
Basketball League and National Hockey League saw incredibly large drops in advantages for the 
home team (Swartz and Arce 2014). In both of these leagues, the good teams were beating the 
inferior ones, regardless of the venue at which the match was played at. 
Figure 6.3: Schwartz and Arce HTA Models, NBA and NHL
 
Using this model, I observed an almost opposite trend with Major League Soccer over the 
past 15 seasons. Over the course of this timeframe, home teams were not only winning, they 
were winning by wider margins at more frequent rates than ever before in the league’s history. 
Although the result yielded only an R-value of 0.37, the graph shows a very noticeable positive 
slope, heavily differing from the negative correlation brought upon by the previously study.  
Figure 6.4: HTA Model for Major League Soccer, 2003-2017 
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This is a testament to the ever-growing parity within Major League Soccer, as teams are 
frequently seen to be able to beat anyone throughout the season. Contrary to most leagues across 
the world, there are very few (if any) true powerhouses within Major League Soccer that are 
expected to win their matches at home. When factoring in the variables previously mentioned, 
such as cross-country travel, jetlag, weather acclimation, or being put under the pressure of 
rambunctious home team supporters, away teams are almost always at a statistical disadvantage. 
When awarding three points for a win, one point for a tie, and zero for a loss, home teams begin 
with expected earnings of 0.40 points before even stepping onto the field and increases pretty 
rapidly after every goal the home team scores.  
Figure 6.5: Expected Points for Major League Soccer Home Team (2015-2017) 
Expected Points for the Home Team (MLS 2015-2017) 
Goals Scored 0 1 2 3 4 5+ 
Expected Points 0.40 1.40 2.35 2.77 2.94 3.00 
Without scoring a goal, the home team is expected at least to tie 0-0 40% of the time and 
being awarded a point. Should they score their first goal, they are almost expected to walk away 
from the match with a tie at minimum. This is statistically significant, because there are noticeable 
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performance differences amongst individual teams based on home and away fixtures. In the past 
five seasons in Major League Soccer, no team has accumulated more points in road matches than 
in their home fixtures, and four teams went through a season without picking up a single win while 
playing on the road. 
7 League Measures to Compensate for Competitive Balance 
Of the five leagues mentioned, all have individual policies and regulations that are intended 
to maintain the competitive balance of their respective sport. Roger Goodell, commissioner of the 
National Football League has previously suggested that “When you come into a season, every fan 
thinks that their football team has a chance to win the Super Bowl and that’s what I believe the 32 
clubs are working towards.” (Lopez 2013). Under this idea, he acknowledges the importance of 
the general parity in the NFL and is on the forefront of ensuring a reason for consumers to return 
to the product year and year. Much like the four other leagues mentioned, the National Football 
League adopts a collegiate draft system in which teams select the top collegiate football prospect 
to their teams in the reverse order of their respective records the previous season–worst team picks 
first, Super Bowl champion selects 32nd, with the ability to trade picks for capital to even the 
playing field amongst teams. 
The draft is a staple of American professional sports; however the regulations and policies 
differ from league to league. Much like the NFL, Major League Soccer and Major League Baseball 
have a predetermined draft order with the idea that the worst teams will have the ability to select 
the best players. However, this encourages the idea of ‘tanking,’ in which teams could intentionally 
try to lose games in order to position themselves better to be able to select a top prospect the 
following year. This was exemplified in the National Basketball Association with the infamous 
Philadelphia 76ers’ “Trust the Process” era, where General Manager Sam Hinkie was accused of 
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purposefully fielding a poor team in order to accumulate high draft capital from 2013 to 2016. The 
plan inevitably worked, to the dismay of the rest of the league, as the 76ers were able to 
consistently pick high in the draft and recruit talent such as Ben Simmons, Joel Embiid, and Dario 
Šarić through the draft. 
In order to try to combat tanking, the NBA and NHL have implemented a lottery system to 
assign draft picks to teams. In the NBA, non-playoff teams are ranked in order from worst to best 
finishes from the previous season and assigned specific combinations for a ping pong ball drawn 
lottery. Fourteen balls numbered 1-14 are put in a standard lottery machine, with four balls drawn 
to identify a specific combination. Given that each ball has an independent number, and the order 
of which balls are not drawn, there are 1,001 possible combinations, which are dispersed amongst 
the 14 teams participating in the lottery (with the exception of the combination 11-12-13-14). The 
worse the finish the previous season, the more combinations you are given, increasing the 
likelihood of a better pick. Under this process, draft picks are determined by random chance, albeit 
with the help of probability, but does not guarantee a good pick for the worst finishers.  
Figure 7.1: NBA Draft Lottery Probabilities (2005-2019) 
 
However, with the success of the 76ers during the “Trust the Process” era, there were some 
concerns whether the probability of receiving a high draft pick was too favorable for the poor 
teams, thereby incentivizing that idea of tanking. Previously, the worst team in the league had a 1 
out of 4 chance of receiving the first overall pick, and a 65% chance of receiving one of the top 
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three picks. Keeping in mind that the NBA season is also structured in a way that intraconference 
matchups are more frequent than cross-conference, the draft failed to account for strength of 
schedule In order to combat this, the NBA announced a reformed lottery system in 2019 that was 
cited as a “meaningful step in our continuous effort to enhance the quality of games” by NBA 
President, League Operations Byron Spruell (NBA 2019). Under the new format, the three worst 
regular-season finishers from the previous season have an equal 14% chance of winning the lottery 
for the first overall pick. This was a massive drop from the 25% chance that the worst team had in 
previous seasons, and effectively eliminated any motivation behind tanking moving forward.  
Figure 7.2: NBA Draft Lottery Probabilities (2019-Present) 
 
 The National Hockey League has utilized a similar lottery system, and most recently 
adjusted their probabilities in 2017 after the induction of the Las Vegas Golden Knights as the 31st 
franchise. While the probability of the worst pick receiving the first pick is 18.5% (see Figure 7.3), 
slightly higher than the probability for the NBA, it is worth noting that good positioning is not 
guaranteed for the worst finishers as seen in the NFL, MLB, or MLS. This is a unique example of 
implementing competitive balance at the prospect recruitment level by the NBA and NHL to 
combat the incentive for teams to purposefully lose games.  
Table 7.3: NHL Draft Lottery Probabilities (2017-Present) 
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 Similarly, a common way leagues manage competitive balance is through the salary cap 
system, which prevents teams from paying players outside of the confines of the cap. Through 
roster construction, teams must work within their limits to ensure that they are not exceeding the 
cap and stay within their means. This is a way to prevent the larger market teams or the teams 
whose owners have more money to spare to accumulate all the best talent to create an unbeatable 
team with no limit to their spending. By implementing a salary cap, teams are given a level playing 
field in terms of roster construction and are not threatened by less money than their opponents. 
The NFL and NHL do not have any exceptions to the rule, they are under the concept of a “fixed” 
or “hard” salary cap. However, the MLB, NBA, and MLS have some variability to the rule that 
allows for some teams to spend in excess through the use of luxury taxes or designated players. 
 Nicknamed the ‘Competitive Balance Tax’ the National Baseball League adopts a luxury 
tax threshold, which punishes larger market teams for spending more money on players than the 
smaller markets. While there’s no fixed salary cap in the league, the tax is very punitive to teams 
that exceed the threshold, discouraging any extraordinary spending. Currently, the threshold is set 
at $208 million, in which any team that exceeds that amount in player wages for the first time must 
pay 17.5% of the amount they are over, 30% for the second consecutive year over, 40% for the 
third consecutive year, and 50% for four or more consecutive years over the cap (Slowinski 2017). 
The threshold has changed over time to adjust to the change in value of money and the increase of 
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revenue in Major League Baseball. The Yankees have been the greatest violators of this threshold, 
having been taxed over $325 million since 2003. The next closest teams were the Dodgers and 
Red Sox, who were subsequently taxed $113.44 and $34.48, respectively (Slowinski 2017). 
Unsurprisingly, the biggest spenders in the MLB are larger market teams where revenues are 
sources of income are much greater than the smaller markets. Since 2003, only five teams have 
won the World Series while exceeding paying a luxury tax, another effect of the competitive 
balance established within the league. 
 The National Basketball Association has used a similar luxury tax concept, with the 
exception that teams are taxed for the interval of which they go over the threshold. Currently the 
threshold is set at $132.6 million and projected to rise to $139 for the 2020-21 season; a value that 
has increased by more than 250% over the past 20 years.  
Figure 7.4: NBA Luxury Tax Thresholds (Deeks 2015). 
Amount over Threshold Standard Tax Per Excess Dollar Repeat Offender Tax Per Excess Dollar 
< $5 million $1.50  $2.50  
$5 million to < $10 million $1.75  $2.75  
$10 million to < $15 million $2.50  $3.50  
$15 million to < $20 million $3.25  $4.25  
$20 million+ $3.75 + $0.50 per $5 million $4.75 + $0.50 per $5 million 
 Unsurprisingly, in a competitively imbalanced league like the National Basketball 
Association, the luxury tax teams have unceremoniously dominated the league. In a fourteen 
season stretch between 2002-2016, ten championships were won by teams above the luxury tax 
threshold. This is a repeated pattern in the NBA, where larger markets or teams with star players 
have historically dominated the league, as previously determined. 
 As for Major League Soccer, a lack of overall revenue has led to a much smaller salary cap 
that does not compare to those of the other four major professional sports leagues. However, there 
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is a wide range of valuations for clubs in the league and access to spending across markets. 
International soccer is perhaps the most competitively imbalanced sport in the world, where there 
are few to no barriers for spending money on players and players are bought and sold for money 
rather than traded for assets such as other players or draft capital. With no salary cap in place, the 
rich teams almost always win domestic championships (example being Bayern Munich and Paris 
St. Germain’s historic run of dominance in the German Bundesliga and French Ligue 1, 
respectively), with very few opportunities for smaller market teams to prosper (with the exception 
of Leicester City’s improbable Premier League championship in 2016). Major League Soccer 
cannot financially support competitive imbalance, nor should it endorse it as the popularity of the 
sport grows domestically. 
 In order to account for this, Major League Soccer has adopted the American salary cap 
system with the exception of three “designated players.” Nicknamed the “David Beckham Rule,” 
MLS teams are allowed to sign up to three players that are not considered within their salary cap 
restraints. Beckham was the first player signed under this rule, agreeing to a $6.5 million annual 
contact in 2007 (Badenhausen 2012). Teams are allowed two free designated players, before 
paying a luxury tax for the ability to sign a third, which when paid, gets dispersed across the league 
as a form of evening the playing field across markets. Since David Beckham’s arrival, 228 
designated players have been signed in Major League Soccer, including the likes of international 
stars Thierry Henry, Kaka, and Didier Drogba. Installing a rule like this incentivizes teams to sign 
high-profile players to drive commercial and ticket revenue, while evening the financial playing 
field between the smaller and larger markets. With a growing rise in teams entering the league 
annually, it will be interesting to see how commissioner Don Garber continues to invest in 
measures to maintain the integrity of competition within his league. 
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 Ultimately, the job of every league commissioner is to give reason for those fans to think 
their team has a chance at winning the championship each year as Roger Goodell mentioned. It is 
imperative that leagues install measures that even out the economic wealth across the league to 
ensure parity between the larger and smaller markets. Other rules, such the waiver system and free 
agency are also forms of forcing competitive balance within leagues to decrease the probability of 
dominant teams year over year. With rules like this in place, it is incredibly impressive that teams 
like the New England Patriots have dominated the football landscape year over year, as they play 
by the same financial restraints as every other team in the National Football League. 
8 Conclusion 
 Sports statisticians strive to quantify competitive balance to answer the long-asked question 
of which leagues are more fair than others. Answering this question is so critically important for 
the bottom lines of leagues whose largest form of revenue is through ticket sales and viewership. 
It is important for leagues to predict any imbalances using these models and modify the structure 
of competition, so no issues arise like Major League Baseball faced while the New York Yankees 
dominated the league in the 1950’s. Most of our models also supported our hypothesis that the 
National Basketball Association is commonly seen to be one of the more competitively imbalanced 
leagues of the ones in our study. 
 Our claim was under the premise that the long run of “dynastic” teams in the National 
Basketball Association led to a largely competitively imbalanced league, which is statistically less 
fair than the other four major sports leagues in the United States. Through computation of several 
different models, we were able to prove that the National Basketball Association has less levels of 
parity both in the short term and over the course of history; which is a problem that should be 
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address by the commissioner of the league amidst the most important time for the league 
commercially. 
 Other leagues, specifically the National Football League and Major League Soccer have 
done an excellent job of installing parity amongst teams. Despite the long stretch of dominance 
from the New England Patriots, the National Football League has seen unprecedented win 
percentage turnover year over year, leading teams to believe they have as good a chance as any to 
overcome a poor season the following year. Major League Soccer’s designated player rule has also 
implemented a much more idealized spread of results across the league, where the larger market 
teams are not overly dominant over the smaller ones, thereby increasing the level of parity within 
the league. With annual increases in revenues and salary cap thresholds due to the exponential 
growth in value of American professional sports, it will be interesting to see how these trends 
continue within these leagues, and commissioners look to adapt to change in order to maintain 
competitive balance. 
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